Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to define and study t-projective structure on even dimensional manifold M as a certain reduction of the second order frame bundle over M. This t-structure reveals some similarities to the projective structures of Kobayashi-Nagano [KN1] but it is a completely different one. The structure group is the isotropy group of the tangent bundle of the projective space. With the t-structure we associate in a natural way the so called normal Cartan connection and we investigate its properties. We show that t-structures are closely related the almost tangent structures on M. Finally, we consider the natural cross sections and we derive the coefficients of the normal connection of a t-projective structure.
Introduction
Grassmannians of higher order appeared for the first time in a paper [Sz2] in the context of the Cartan method of moving frames. Recently, A. Szybiak has given in [Sz3] an explicit formula for the infinitesimal action of the second order jet group in dimension n on the standard fiber of the bundle of second order grassmannians on an n-dimensional manifold.
In the present paper we introduce an another notion of a grassmannian of higher order in the case of a projective space which is in the natural way a homogeneous space. It is well-known that many interesting geometric structures can be obtained as structures locally modeled on homogeneous spaces. Interesting general approach to the Cartan geometries is developed in the book by R. W. Sharpe [Sh] . From the other hand T. Morimoto in his important paper [Mor] suggested the general universal procedure based on the theory of filtered manifolds and gave the general criterion to construct a Cartan connection associated with a geometric structure. However, we don't apply here his general method but we present a concrete example which is a good geometrical case in which we can construct a normal Cartan x ^'-ofs x the inhomogeneous where i = 1 ,...,n. We call x l = fr, y l = coordinate system of P™. Note that the elements (A, B) and (aA, 6A + aB), a 0 in G induces the same transformation of P™. Identifying such elements we get a group Now, we can define the inhomogeneous coordinates in If Ag / 0 then 
We call the above the inhomogeneous coordinate system in the neighborhood of the identity of defined by A% / 0. The induced action of «py on Pf in terms of the introduced inhomogeneous coordinate system is given by the following formulas 
The Maurer-Cartan equations
We are going to derive the structure equations of G. The identity of G is given by (1,0) and
If we set Prom the above formula we get We shall find the structure equations of Let ,ujj,u)j,r] 1 ,T]j,T]j be the left invariant 1-forms on such that
at the identity. From the definition of the inhomogeneous coordinates in we have at the identity
Hence we have THEOREM 2.1. The Maurer-Cartan equations are
Cartan t-projective connections
Let M be a manifold, dim M = 2n. We consider a principal fiber bundle P over M with a structure group H -the isotropy group of (0,..., 0) with the a Cartan connection u with values in the Lie algebra p™ of With respect to the natural basis in the Lie algebra p™ the form u is given by the set of 1-forms
Such connection will be called a Cartan t-projective connection. The structure equations of the Cartan t-projective connection u are given by 
For the sake of simplicity we shall take these equations as a definition of the 2-forms fi*, ùj, H l , iij, H 3 . Each element A of the Lie algebra h of H induces on P a vector field A*.
" we can associate a unique vector field D(£, 7) on P with the following properties:
By a lengthy but straightforward calculations we obtain We shall consider the situation whether we can find a Cartan connection in P when the forms u> 1 , u>j, rj 1 , rj l -are given a priori. Differentiating the formulas (4) and using the Cartan-Laptev lemma we obtain that the forms fi* and H) do not involve the terms of the form rf A r) k . We shall study the relationship between two Cartan connections u> -(ui\ujj,ujj,ri\rjj,rij), ZJ = (UJ 1 , tv), tij ,rfj ,f}j). We can write Reasoning similarly as in [KN1] and [Og] we get the theorem.
• Applying the exterior differentiation to the structure equations we obtain Let P 2 (M) denotes the bundle of the second order frames over M, dimM = 2n with the structure group G\ n . We then have with the structure group H will be called a t-projective structure on M.
Consider the canonical form T = (T a , Tp), a, /? = 1,2,..., 2n on = Bjkl = 0. Let j'q/ corresponds to a € H under the isomorphism of Theorem 4.1. It easy to see that ad (a -1 ) and ad (jo/ -1 ) coincide. Then from Theorem 3.2 we get the theorem. • DEFINITION 4.2. The unique t-projective connection for P given by the above theorem we call the normal t-projective connection.
Linear connections and t-projective connections
Let us consider the isotropy group
(via the isomorphism from theorem 4.1) and let
Let P be a t-projective structure on M. The natural projection of P 2 (M) onto P 1 (M) restricted to P gives a subbundle Pi C P 1 (M). In this way we obtain a Gi-structure on M which is known as an almost tangent structure [CG] . Then there exists a (1, l)-tensor F such that F 2 = 0. From now on we suppose that this structure is integrable ( [CG] ). It follows that there exists The second assertion is evident.
•
Composing T with a projection Pp{M)/G\ -> Pp{M)/H we get a tprojective structure (integrable). DEFINITION 5.1. A linear connection T adapted to an integrable almost tangent structure is said to belong to t-projective structure P if T induces P in the manner described above. We say that two such connections are t-projectively related if they belong to the same t-projective structure. The forms fi*-, H L -given by (3.1) define a certain tensor on M depending only on the t-projective structure P. This tensor is called the t-projective Weyl tensor.
Natural frames and coefficients of t-projective connections
Let P be a t-projective structure on M and U be a coordinate neighborhood in M with a local coordinate system (x 1 ,..., x n , y 1 ,..., y n ). let A : U -> P be a cross section and let U x H « P\U be the isomorphism induced by a. Let (a^Oj, , bi) be the local coordinate system in H. Then we may take (x l , y 1 , a*-, a^, b % -, bi) as a local coordinate system in P\jj. Let (0/, u>j, ujj, rf, rjj ) be the normal t-projective connection in P. Let us put 
